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[Form of notice to be given by valuer/appraiser]  
 

 
NOTICE TO TAKE DELIVERY OF YOUR GOODS 

 
TO: << Name of customer>>  
<<[Insert last known address of customer, but if it is a company or other corporate entity 
insert instead its registered or principal office address>> 

[date] 

[I][We] << Name of valuer or appraiser>> (the “Bailee”) of << Address of valuer or 
appraiser>>  HEREBY GIVE NOTICE to you, << Name of customer>> (the “Bailor”) of << 
Insert customer address as above>> pursuant to Section 12(2) and Schedule 1, Part 1 of 
the Torts (Interference with Goods) Act 1977 (“the Act”). 

Under the Act, and as outlined below, the Bailee is a bailee of the goods identified below 
and is entitled to give this Notice to the Bailor. This Notice is given as permitted by the Act, 
namely in writing and [delivered to the Bailor] OR [left at the Bailor’s proper address] OR 
[by post]. 

The Bailor delivered to the Bailee << Describe and identify the items /s>> (“the Goods”) at 
the Bailee’s premises at << Insert details of place or address of shop or office of valuer or 
appraiser>> (“the Location”) so that the Bailee could carry out [a valuation] OR [an 
appraisal] of the Goods for the Bailor. 

It was [implicit in the arrangements] OR [was expressly agreed in the agreement] between 
the Bailor and the Bailee for the Bailee’s [valuation] OR [appraisal] of the Goods that: 
(1) when the [valuation] OR [appraisal] had been carried out the Bailee would re-deliver 

the Goods at the Location; and  
(2) for that purpose the Bailor would [take delivery of the Goods by collecting them from 

the Bailee at the Location] [or] [give the Bailee directions as to delivery of the Goods 
to the Bailor].  

Apart from any such [implication] OR [express agreement] the Bailee is entitled to impose 
on the Bailor the obligation set out below. 

The [valuation] OR [appraisal] has been carried out and the Goods are available but the 
Bailor has not taken delivery of the Goods [or given any directions to the Bailee as to their 
delivery]. The Goods are in the possession or control of the Bailee and held by it at the 
Location. 

[The Bailor has pre-paid all fees for the [valuation] OR [appraisal]] OR [The Bailor has not 
paid the Bailee the agreed fees for the [valuation] OR [appraisal]]. The amount of fees 
unpaid and payable by the Bailor (which became due from the Bailor before the date of 
giving this Notice) is << £XX including VAT>>.]. 

The effect of this Notice under the Act is to impose an obligation on the Bailor to 
[take delivery of the Goods] [or] [give the Bailee directions as to the delivery of the 
Goods]. Therefore, the Bailor must [1within a reasonable time] OR [2<< insert date>>] 

                                                 
1
 Bailee may if it wishes include in a covering letter a specific date by which Bailor is to comply which allows what the Bailee 

considers will be such a reasonable time. See the accompanying letter template. 
2
 If this wording is adopted instead of the words “within a reasonable time”, this specific date should be a date that the Bailee 

considers will afford the Bailor a reasonable time. 
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collect the Goods from the above Location [or give the Bailee directions for their 
delivery].  

Signed [by] OR [on behalf of] << Name of valuer/appraiser>> 

 
(signature) ……………………………………………… 
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